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ABST RACT 
The g-factors of nine excited nuclear states have been meas-
ured by observing the rotation of the angular correlation of a Y-'Y 
cascade in a magnetic field whose direction was alternately switched 
up and dovro with respect to the plane of the measurement. The re-
75 -10 
sults are: ZSO-kev state of As ( r:: 4 x 10 sec) g" (0.39 :!:. 
0.12); 91-kev state of Pm 147 ('[ :: 3.4 x 10-9 sec) g:l (0.93 + 0.20)/ 
GZ ' where G 2 is between 0.5 and 1.0 ; llS-kev state of 'fm 169 
-11 175 ( T:s 9.0 x 10 sec) g = (0. ZI:!:. O. 07 ): 114-kev state of Lu ( 't'''' 
. . -11 177 9.4 x 10 sec)g .. (0.65 :!:. O. 25); 113-kev state of Hi ( -r:ll 
-10 . 15 2 7 x 10 sec) g= (0.20:!:. O. 06) ; IlZ-kev state of Sm ( '7::: 2.0 x 
-9. 154-Q 10 sec) g:: (0.20 :!:. 0.07): 123-kev atate of Gd (-r = 1. 7 :: 10 ' 
160 -9 
sec) g:: (0.4:!:. o. 5); 87-kev state of Dy ( -r,. Z. 6 x 10 sec) g:: 
166 -9 (0. 28 :!:. O. 08); 8l-kev stateol Er ( -z: = 2. -1 x 10 sec) g:: (O. 3 1 :!:. 
O. 06). The measurements have been compared to theoretical pre-
dictions . On the basis of the shell model, t he probable value of t he 
spin for the 91-kev level of Pm 147 is 5/2.+. The results for Tm 169, 
17 5 177 Lu ,and Hf have been interpreted using the Nilsson model. 
The results found are in qualitative agreement with t he ory, but some 
deviations, especially in Hfl7?, are noted. The measurements for 
, 152 160 166 
the 2+ states OJ; Sm • Dr • and Er provide a direct evalua-
tion of the rotational c-factor. gR' of t he colle ctive model. T ile 
values found are about 3/4 of the value gR = Z/A predicted for uni-
iorm :nuclear now. The effects of electronic paramagnetisn'l in rare 
earths on these measurements are treated in an appendix. The as-
sumptions neces!lary to interpret the observed rotation in terrrs of 
t he g-factor arc discuss e d . 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The magnetic dipole moment, together with the nuclear spin. 
was one of the first properties of the atomic .nucleus to be studied 
extensively, and its determination is still of considerable interest to 
the nuclear physicist. Techniques such 8S interpretation oJ. optical 
hyperfine structure, atomic and molecular beatns. and magnetic 
• 
resonance, have furnished a wealth of data on the moments of nuclear 
ground states. Values of the magnetic moment for excited states of 
nuclei, contrastingly. are at present very sparGe since, because of 
the short llletimes of such states, the above mentioned techniquc (l 
generally fail to apply. 
In 1950, Brady and neutsch(l) pointed out that the recently 
verified existence of anisotropic angular correlations in y-ray cas-
cades made possible a new method for measuring g-factors of some 
short-lived nuclear 9ta.tea. This technique, observation of the change 
in an angular correlation in a magnetic field applied perpendicular to 
the plane of t.~e correlation measurement. was first used by Aeppli, 
Albers-Schonberg, Bishop, Frauenfelder, and Heel' to detertnine the 
magneUc moment of tlle first excited state of Cd1ll (2). Generali-
zations of the technique have since been used by several workers to 
study various nuclear states(3) with lifetimes as short as 10-9 sec. 
This thesis d1ecusses the measurement of g.factora for nine 
excited nuclear states whose mean lifetime varied from Z.5 x lO~9 
-11 
sec. to 9 x 10 aee. The advanced techniques developed for tIus 
experiment. though based on the prinCiple suggested by Brady and 
Deutsch, made possible the measurement o£ c;d;remely cmall c hanges 
through the minimization of systematic field effects and the effects of 
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instrumental fluctuations. This allowed the study of states whose 
li£etiIne VIas less than 10-10 sec. and whose rotation in the applied 
field during this time was, in the moat favorable case, only O. l de-
grees. 
The extension of the lifetime range 'below 10-9 sec. has made 
possible the study of many of the low-lying states in the region of 
large nuclear deformations, thus greatly expanding the scope of t he 
technique. The properties of t hese atateB are at present of consider-
able interest to the collective and unified nuclear models. 
The first sections of this thesis are devoted to a discussion 
of the results of the theory of angular correlations important to this 
experiment. The application of these results to the measurements 
is shown. A section is given to the description of the equipment alld 
the experimental technique. The experimental results for each nu-
clear state, and comparison to theoretical predictions are treated in 
the next two sections. A discussion of the experiment and its results 
concludes the thesis. 
U. PRINCIPLES OF ANGULAR CORRELA TlONS 
z. 0 Introduction 
For the interpretation 01. the experimentally ob.erved change 
In the angulu correlation of a 'V-ray ca.cade when an exteru,l mag-
netic field i. appUed. certain 01. the concepts and formulae from the 
Oleory of angular cO'l'reiations &1"e requlrec4 In the following sections 
a b~ef review of this theory is presented. first under the assumption 
that interactions of the nucleWl during the intermediate state are 
negligible. and than considering the intet"a.etions with internal fields. 
Following this, the effects of a .tatic magnetic field on lIuch angular 
correlations are discussed. and the appUcation of the effect to the 
measurement of nuclear g-fa.ctor. is shown. Most 01. the results 
discUtised here are more completely developed in the articles of 
Devon. and Goldfarb(4). and of Ahragam and Pound(S). 
Z.l Unperturbed Angular ConelatiOlUJ 
The particular cue of interet is that 01. a "I-ray cueade. as 
Ulu.trated in Fig. I, in which a level 01. spin I, and energy Eo de-
cay. by emission 01. "I-ray "II 01. mixed multipolarlty Ll'Ll' to a 
state of energy El • spin 1. and mean U£eUme -r • Tld •• tate emits 
"2 of mixed mulUpo1arity L Z' L Z' going to the final state of spin. ~ 
and energy E f • 
In general. U one measures the coincidence counting rate for 
"II and "IZ detected in counters Dl and DZ ' respectively. in a 
geometry as Ulustrated in Fig. Z. then as a function of the angle e 
Figure 1. 
.4-
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Typical Level Scheme. The Terms Are Defined 
in the Text. 
Figure Z. Typical Counting Geometry. The Symbols 
Are Defined in the Te:a. 
between the y-rays. the normalized counting rate. W(6) can be ex-
pressed as 
W(9) = L ~~Fl~ (cos ~) • 
even k 
(1) 
with Ao = 1 (Pk(COB 9) are the Legendre polynomials of order k ). 
In the cas es of interest to thi& work. all correla tions are of the form 
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(2) 
If the geometry of the experim ent is such that corrections for 
t he finite solid angle subtended by the counters are negligible. · and 1£ 
the source strength is low enough that the random coincidence count-
ing rate 18 insignificant. then the Ak's in Eq. (1) depend only on the 
spins Ii' I. If' and the multipola.rities Ll'Llt and L Z' L Z' of 
VI and Vz respectively. provided that the nucleus does not interact 
significantly with any internal or external field <bring the lifetime of 
the intermediate state. 
2.2 :Perturbed Angular Correlations 
,Efiects alScribable to the interaction of the nucleus with inter-
nal fields of the source have been observed in many angular correla-
tion experiments. Both the interaction of the nuclear electric quadri-
pole moment with the gradient of the local electric field. and the cou-
,piing of the m agnetic dipole moment with the internal magnetic fields 
can be significant. 
Qualitatively, the effects of such interactions can be understood 
in the following way. For the theoretical values of the ~t8 in Eq. (1) 
to be realized. it is necessary that the lluclear alignment remain Wl-
changed for the duration of the intermediate state. The internal ~ieldB. 
however. cause precessions of the nucleus which change the align:ne nt 
and thereby affect the correlation coefficients. 
To clarify such efiects. we may consider the example of an 
atomic nucleus interacting with the fluctuating electric field gradients 
in a. liquid. These field gradients change rapidly in both direction 
~6-
and amplitude due to the ther.mal tnotion of the atotn. It is convenient 
\:0 define the average time the field gradient 2.t t he nucleus stays con-
stant in clirec1bn as -r c Thie titne is closely related to the titne be-
tween collisions and is estimated in Ref. 5 to be sotnewhat less than 
. -11 
10 sec. for a typical ion in water. The electric field gradient 
exerts a torque on the nuclear quadripole r.!lornent which causes it to 
precess arowld the direction of the field gradient wi~l anapproxi~ 
lnate angnlar frequency 
W. 
:/. 
where (nEH}z) is the average electdc field i'radient. and Q is the 
nuclear electric quadripole motnent. 
deus VIllI precess th rough an angle 
During t he time --c'c' the nu-
C<.J. r around the field gradient. 1 C 
Ii LC is much shorter than the nucleru: lifetime, -r • then the nu-
clear spin axi s will undergo a series of small precessions around' 
arbitrary space ro..--es during the intermediate state. The result will 
be a "smec>..ring" of the nucle2.l' alignment and a consequent attenua-
tion of t..."le angular correlation. 
The amount of " Stnearing" of the nuclear alignr.'lent is depend. 
ent on the time between 'VI and YZ (see Fig. 1). Abragam and 
P ound(5) show tha.t the effe!Ot of the fluctuating fields on the angular 
correlation of Eq. (1) is such that the correlation w;len the time be-
tween the two 'V-rays is exactly t can be written as 
W(9) = [ ~ Gk(t) Pk(cos 8) 
k 
with ~(t) = e 
~ A t k 
(3 ) 
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They give 'explicit formulas for the iuverse times 11 Ak • The A 1, 's 
2 
are proportional to WiT C aa.d >.. 1 18 the iuverse of. the spin lat-
tice relaxation time measured by resonance teclmiques. 
Since the probability of a nucleus emitting y 2. at time t is 
-tlr proportional to ~ • the resulting angular correlation measured 
with a coincidence system whose resolving time Z T R » T can be 
written as 
(4) 
When this is integrated. one finds 
(5) 
-12 For a typical nucleus in a liquid. 't: c - 10 . sec. and 
10 
wI = 10 radians per sec. areX'cason.able figures. Thus. the ap-
p1"Cximations WiT' (<. 1 and T < < '! are valid (no attenuation can 
c c 
. -11 
be expected b'om this effect for 1:' < 10 sec.). Acc\U'ate esti-
mates of -r and the. average field gradients (liE/az) are not avail-c . 
able in most cascs. and therefore. only order of magnitude estimates 
of the Gk's .,.xc pOliJsible. For a nucleus with a quadripole moment 
._~.; .. 8 
of 1 barn, Slt" ....... icant efiects can be aeen when T os 10 sec. 
Internal magnetic fields strong enough to caUlJe attenuation 
of angular correlations can result from electronic paramagnetism of 
the atom contajning the nucleus. The paramagnetic raX'c eart"l ionJJ, 
-8-
for instance, generate fields of several mUllon gauss a.t their nuclei. 
T he s e strong magnetic fields have the same fluctuating character a.tJ 
the electric fields diGcussed above for rare earth ions in solution, 
since the elect:t:onic ;·.ngular momentum is constantly changing in di-
rection from co11islone. 
Ii 't"c is now r edefined as the time the magnetic field s tays 
-12 
constant in direction. th e e stimate T - 10 sec. is a.gain reason-
c 
able . II the field stl'tlugth is H. the nucle i will precess a round the 
magnetic field wit.l'l the Larmor frequency, 
(6) 
where g is t he nuclear g-£actor, and ).In the nuclear magneton. 
6 With H'" 10 gauss and g '" 1. tllls precession frequency is again 
10 10 radians per sec. The assumptions W L T « 1 and 'r <<. T 
c c 
hold for the cascades of interest in most rare earth ions. and the 
analY8is leading to Eqs. (3). (4) and (5) is still valid when the param-
eten A k are redefined (aee Ref. 5). The A. k I S 
Z tiona! to W LTC • and using the formulas of Ref. 
are now propor-
-12 5 with .c = 10 
10 
sec.. significant attenuation is found for g = 1. CJ.J L = 10 radians 
pel' sec •• when L is longer than l x 10 ... 9 sec. Again. appropriate 
values of Teare only approximately known. 80 that this estimate 
can only be an order of magnitude one. 
Although all of the experiments reported here were done In 
llquid sources . a short comment can be made about the a.ttenuation 
efiects in solids. As mentiDned in Ref. 5. the significant electric 
fields in soUds are static fields. Therefore. even fo~ small rota-
tlODal frequencies the angle .mea.ring effect may be quite large 
-9-
(the rotation angle is w i 1:" instead of wi" c). The average electric 
field gradient wU1 depend upon whether the atom is moved born its 
lattice position by the recoU of the first y .. ray (oJ' a previOUtJ nuclear 
di.inteiration). Attenuation in solid sources 1. typically much great-
er than in Uquids for the same cascade. Magnetic fields 1n rare 
earth parama.gzaetic solids. conversely, 4uctua.te very rapldly. typ-
-12. -13 lcal values of. 7:"'(: being 10 to 10 8ec. The effects of Buch 
fields can be expected to be abnUU in BoUds and liquids. 
z. 3 Angular Cornlationa in Applied Ma.gnetic Fielda 
The effects ,of. applied external magnetic fields on Buch angu-
lar corre1atlc.w are eully •• en. To UlWltra.te the result. ODe can 
first cOlllllde .. the case where the perturbing field. in the intermediate 
atate uc negligible. U" magDl8tic field Heft 1, applied along the z 
axis perpendicular to the plane of. the angular correlation measurement, 
the nuclear spin axis will precess arOUDd the field with a bequency 
w '" (7) 
If all tIle nuclei Uved a time T between the emi88ion of y 1 
and y Z. then the angular correlation of Eq. (1) would become 
(8) 
In the more general case. whe!'e the nuclear state decays 
exponentially. the time integrated correlation (fol' Z 7: R » 1:" ) be-
comes 
-10-
co 
WII, H) .! J L A,.Pk (co. Ii + wt») • • t/~ dt • (9) 
. 0 k 
Calculation of this integral i.e simpUfled by writing the correlation of 
Eq. (1) in the equlvnlent form 
W(Q} ;: L Clc. cos (k8) • 
k 
with C ~ 1. 
o 
Equation (9) then becomes 
co 
1 J " -th: W(B, H) ;: ':f L ~ cos k(1t + wt) e 
o k 
which. when integrated, becomes 
" Ck W(e. H) ::s L.. ( z] 1 
k l+(kwt') l' 
with 
(10) 
dt, (11 ) 
(IZ) 
The resulting angular correlation (undisturbed by internal fields) f.e 
both rotated and attenuated compared to that in Mro field. 
In the case of time dependent electric quadrlpole attenuation 
(as occurs in Uquid sources), Eq. (9) must be rewritten to 1nc1l.1de 
~(t). It becomes 
we I. H) • (13) 
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The value of this integral is not hard to obtain. but is difficult to write 
Vf(Q, H) ,. 
1 • i. e. the rotation itl through a small angle. the result 
can be approximated for all k as 
W(8. H)::::I L ~ Gk Pk (cos (9 + Gkw -r) ) 
k 
( 15) 
The terms in the angular correlation in zero field thus appear 
rotated through an angle GkWT when the external field is appUed. 
This illustrates tha.t the attenuation coefficients Gk must be known 
independently in order to meaaur'e WT from the observed rotation. 
When a static magnetic field is applied to a source in which at-
tenuation due to hyperfine interaction exists. several different pOBsl-
bilities must be considered. If we define the Larmor precession ire-
quency of the electronic antiular mom entum in the field H as 
We = _ C1 t>e 
)./0 
h H • 
where ge is the electronic g factor and )A 0 the Bo...'lr magneton. 
t..h.en we may consider the two cases w » l/T and W « 1/ 'L 
e c e c 
( r is the time the magnetic field at the nucleus stays constant in 
c 
direction). When w
e
« 11 'l:'c • the electron cannot precess sig-
nificantly arow:W. the external field before it undergoes a phase 
changing transition, and therefore the external magnetic field does 
110t a.££ect the electron-nucleus interaction. As a result. the deriva-
tion lec.>.ding to Eqs. (14) and (15) still holds. and theec formulas can 
be used in this case y,riL"t the ~IG measured in zero field. In almost 
-lZ aU rare earths, 'L - 10 sec. and the approximations used in 
c 
the above discussion are valid. 
If w ~ liT and as well we» u..J L (the Larmor fre-
e c 
quency of. the nucleus in the electron field), t he nucleus interacts 
with the average projection of. the internal field on the axis of the ap,,: 
plied field. In this case. the attenuation eHects are dependent upon 
t he direction of the applied field with respect to the directions the 
'V.rays are measured. Such a field applied along the direction of one 
of the ,,-rays can completely remove hypc:r£ine attenuation. while 
if it is applied perpendicular to the plane of the correlation meao-
urement, the attenuation increases. T if; l"olatively long £01· t he 
c 
Gd3+ ion in the rare earths. and for mOfJt of t.'le iron group para-
magnetics, and therefore such effects may be observed with these 
ions. 
When T C <<. T in a para.-nagnetic;: source, there is a fur-
ther effect on angular correlations in applied magnetic fields to be 
considered. The e::ternal field in L'lis case induces an average po-
-13-
larization of t-1te electronic moment (giving rise, for instance. to 
paramagnetic susceptibility) and therefore the field at the nucleus is 
not the applied field, but can be written as 
(16) 
where He.£! and H are respectively the effective and t,.'-Ie applied 
fields. The paramagnetic correction factor i3 for rare earth 3+ 
ions is calculated in Appendix I assuming -r «'r- and also th2.t 
• c 
t!le electronic structure is in thermal equilibrium for the duration of 
t he intermediate state in the configuration of the 3+ daughter ion. 
The validity of these assumptions is discussed in the appendix. The 
eHect on t..1:le a.n.,.<YUlar correlations discussed can be found by aubati-
tuting Eg. (16) into Eq. (7) for the Larmor frequency. all other for-
mula.s remaining unchanged. 
The two cases discussed above cover most situations of inter-
est for angular corl-'Clation experiments using Uquid Sources. Abra-
gam and Pound(5) give some discussion of the eHects to be expected 
when solid sources arC used. In a solid polycrystailine substance in 
which large static electric field gradients exist along with a large 
enough hyperfine interaction to cause attenuation of the angular cor-
relation. the interpretation of angular correlation rotation results 
could be quite diHicult. Because of the complexity of this problem. 
rellults obtained from experiments using £loUd sources must be con-
sidered somewhat carefully. 
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w. DESCRIP TION OF THE EXP ERIMENT 
3. 0 Experimental Method 
Each g-factor measurement consisted of two parts; first. a 
nleasure1'llent of the angular correlation; and second. a 1'lleasure1'llent 
of. the rotation due to the applied magnetic field. 
The observed angular correlation, corrected for random co-
incidence and finite s olid angle of the counters is compared to t he 
theoretical prediction and those of other experimenters to determine 
(wherever possible) the attenuation coefficients '\;. A meaaurement 
of these parameters to better than 5°10 was never necessary for t hese 
experiments. 
The rotation was meaaured by setting the counter at the point 
where dW(9)/d9 was a maximum and meaouring the counting rate with 
field up and !laid down. From these counting rates, one can form the 
numbe r 
R '" 
W(9. H) - W(Q, -H) (17) 
~ W(8, H) + W(9, -H) 
Using Eq. (14) or Eq. (15 ) along with t he observed value of 
the angula.r correlation (uncorrected for finite solid angle, random co-
incidences. or the presence of competing ca.scades through short half-
life states) and the aUcnuation pa.rameters. Gk , a. value of W'l:' can 
be deduced from the observed value of R. From this value of W'r • 
a value of g can be calcula.ted. Recalling Eqs. (7) and (16 ). 
and (16 ) 
-15-
w 
)Jn 
= -g -=J1 Heff • (7) 
one finds that 
(18) 
F or the case where the observed correlation is describable as 
W(9) == 1 + Cz cos Z 9 • ( 19) 
the optimum angles are rr/4. 3;r/4. 5;r/4 or 7rr/4. and when Eq. 
(15) applies. we can w rite 
R:a W(9. H) - W(9. -H) i [W(9. H) + W(9. - Itij 
R GZWT == '+ ~ • 
Z 
(20) 
where the upper sign applies for "'" Ti /4 or 5-rr /4 and the lower 
for 9 == 3rr /4 or 7-rr /4 • 
Two different c hecks were made on the results in ce rtain 
cases. If the angle bC!tween the counters is changed from e to 
(Zrr - 8). t...'le value of R s hould change sign. This may be accom-
plished 'without moving the counters by adjusting the electronic set-
tings 80 that the ,(-rays accepted by the counters are interchanged. 
Any systematic field effects will not be reversed, and their presence 
can be detected. 
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The second checlt is available when one of the 'V-ra.ys ha.s a 
significant K-conversion coefficient. These y ... r:ays together with t he 
K x-rays which are in coincidence with the other 'V-ra.ye of the cas-
cade are recorded in the pulse height analyzer. The angular corre-
lation of the K x-raY13 is isotropic, and hence R for the 'V .. ray-
x-ra.y cascade should be zero. This value thus provides a check on 
systematic effects. 
In the cases where such x-rays have been ob6erved. the an-
gular correlatiQll was usually measured by normalizing the counting 
rate at each angle to the x-ray. The value for R in these cases is 
also quoted with an e7;'ror which includes both the 'V-ray counting 
statistics and the K x-ray counting statistics. In Er166. this pro-
cedure was not followed. because the effect was so large that the 
poseible systematic effects were completely negligible. 
As an UlustratiOll of a typical measurement. Fig. :3 s hows 
the angular correla tion observed for t.'le Z08-113 kev cascade in 
Hf177 (see Section 4.5). The two brolten curves are the correlation 
£01" £leld up and field dovm respectively. The Circles show t...'tc ob -
served counting rates at 1350 and ZZSO for the two directions of the 
field. The observed rotation was (0.0091 .±. O. 0014) radians. or 
(0. 5Z.±. O. 08) degrees. The intermediate state lifetime ie l = 7 x 10.10 
sec •• and the calculated g~factor. g = O. zo .:!:. O. 06. 
3.1 Equipment alld Experimental Details 
A g-factor determination consisted of two parts; measurement 
of the angular correlation for the cascade of interest. and measure-
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ment of the change in counting rate at one fb:ed angle for a reversal 
of the applied field (1. e., measurement of R). The electronic 
equipment used for both IJarts was the same. It consisted of a con-
ventional fast-slow coincidence arrangement with a resolving time of 
-8 1 
- Z x 10 BCC. The Nal (TI) crystals used were Iii inches in di-
ameter. One was Z inches long, and the other Ii inches long. They 
were mmmted directly on RCA 6655 A photomultiplier tubes without 
the usc of light pipes. The photomultipliers were shielded from mag-
netic fields by two layers of Netic and Co-Netic shielding. '" 
The system used for taking data ",as that t.,.e spectrum from 
. one counter in coincidence with a narrow range of pulse heights from 
the other counter was recorded in a PENCO PA-4 pulse height ana-
•• • lyzer. ThE'> instrument \vae used as a 50..:channel analyzer wlth two 
sets of storage. For t:w angular correlation measurementfJ, two 
angles were studied alternatively. the spectrum at one angle being 
stored in one memory array and t he spectrum at the ot!1er ;mglc being 
stored in the second memory array. (If more than 1:\vo angles were 
studied, separate rt1;US were made for pairs of angleo.) The equip-
ment was r un automatically with alternate s hort counting periods at 
each of the r.vo angles. A pail' of scalers was also switched auto~ 
naticilly to sum separately, at each angle, t he total counts LTl the 
narrovv pulse height ra-Tlge accepted from one of the cOllnters. The 
counting time e.t each engle was also automatically 8ummed. The 
Made by Perfection Mica Company, Illinois. 
""ott Made by P acific Electro-Nuclear Company. California. 
-19-
same arrangement was used for the g-£actor me.&euremont, one set 
of storage being UGed for the field up. and the second for the field 
down. The Utle of. automatic interchange between two counting aI" 
rangementlil enables a liIingle measurement to be bro!::en down into 
many hundreds of alternate counting periods. and hence e{fectively 
ellminated errors due to small changes in gain or efficiency of parts 
of the system. 
The concept of these g-factor measurements was to design a 
magnet to minimize the leal~age fields and then to run !t at a suffi-
ciently low field to ensure t..~t all of its h'on was in a region o{ high 
permeability. Figure 4 shows a sketch of the magnet and one of the 
counters. The flux J,'eturn path for the magnet was a hollOw cylinder 
around t..lJ.e coils aJld pole.. A slot was cut in the cyllnder to accept 
t..~e conica11ead shields for the scintillation counters. With tllis ar-
rangemcnt, and a field of 12,000 gauGs in t1:J.e 1/8" gap between the 
poles, the largest leakage field just outside the magnet was kept to a 
small fracti~ of a gauss. It was not necessary to use light pipes to 
• 
remove the photomultiplier tubes from the vicinity of the magnet. 
The counters were set at the value of 8 required and their change 
in gain, when the magnet wa.s reversed, was measured. This was 
repeated for several rotations of the counters about their own ro.:ls. 
A position WaJI fmw.d for each counter at which the gain change rc-
versed sign. The counters were thus sct to minimize the effects of 
the magnetic field. The tnaxlmum gain change for either counter was 
les8 than 1 %. and at the rotation used was lees than 0.05% • This 
procedure could be adopted for any angle e between the two counters. 
20 
Armco Magnet 
Iron 
1350 Turns 
19 Gauge Copper 
Wire ------~--~~~ 
Photo-
multiplier 
Shielding 
Water 
SCALE 
o I" 2" 3" 
Figure 4. Section through magnet and one counter. 
It was essential to 'reduce systematic effects resulting from reversal 
of the magnetic field.. as the rotationB of the angular correlation pat· 
terns to be measured were extremely small. A continual check on 
these systematic magnetic field effects waa maintained throughout 
the experiment. For each direction of the field, the coincidence 
spectra from one counter were recorded, together with the summed 
counts within the small range of pulse heights accepted from t he other 
cOWlter. 
The counters used had lead collimators to reduce spurious 
effects due to y.ray scattering between t."le crystals. These colli· 
mators allowed a 1 1/4 inch diameter entrance aperture to the crys-
tals at a distance of Z 1/1. inchee f:rom the source. 'With this ar-
rangement; the finite solid angle correction for the counters required 
that the observed P z (cos e) and P 4 (cos 9) coefficients. after cor-
rection for randoms. be multiplied by 1. 10 .:t 0.01 and 1. 34 .:t o. 04. 
respectively. As the effects to be measured were small, a large 
number of coincidence counts were necessary in order to obtain t he 
required accuracy. It was reasonable. in general, to run with a sig-
nificant proportion of random coincidences. aa the effect of t.J.:\ese was 
easily calcula.ted~ and the increased statistical accuracy obtained in 
a ghrencounting time more than compenG~d for sUght uncertainties 
so introduced. The random coincidences were easUy measured by 
adding a delay of - 10-7 sec. in one of the aizna11eada to the faci; 
coincidence writ. 
-22-
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
4 . 0 Introduction 
In this section, a short subsection is devoted to the Ineasure-
ment Of each state, discussing the e:l.."Perimental da.ta and ita com-
parison to previous results. Th.e states dlscus:;oed a.re the ZSO key 
75 " 147 . 169 level in As , the 91 key state in Pm , the 118 key state ln 'I'm • 
175 177 the 114 key state in Lu , the 113 key state in Hi , the IZZ key 
152 . 154" 160 
state of Sm , the 123 key state of Gd • the 87 key state in Dy , 
and the 81 key otate in Er166~ 
75 4. I 2.80 key Level of As 
The g-factor of the Z80 key state in As 75 was measured using 
the 121 - 280 key cascade from the 401 key level to the ground state. 
75 Figure 5 shows the significant parts of the As level scheme. 
The angular correlation of the 12.1 - 280 key cascado has be~n 
measured by Schardt and Welker(6) uaing a aolid source. They ob-
~d W(9) = 1 - (0.40.:t. O. 03) PZ{cos 9) - (0.14 + O. 17) P 4(coa 8). 
Kelly and Wiedenbeck(7), who do not state the form of their source, 
obtained \V(e) = 1 -(0.41 + 0.03) P 2. (cos 9). Using dilute selenic 
acid, van den Bold, at al(8) obtained W(i) .... 1 - (0.466 !. O. 02) P a 
(cos 8). " The difference in th.ese results may in part be due to the 
uDe of aolid sources, but may also be due to the difficulty that the 
401 kev state decays as well through a 136 - 265 key caseade which 
13 not comple"tely resolved iron"} the 121 - 280 key cascade in any ¢ 
the above experiments. All three of the above authors also deter-
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m ined the angular correlation for the 136 - 2 65 kev cascade. The 
r e sults were ~~ (Q) :: 1 - (0.19 ~ ~: g~) P z (cos 0) - (0.012 ± C. 012) 
P 4 (cos Q) , 'V(Q) = 1 - ( 0 .016:l: 0.030) P z (CO" Q) and V;-(O) :: 
1 - (0. 011 .~ 0 . 0 09) P z (cos Q), respectively. 
The s ource used for this measurem ent wa s a dilute nit r ic 
a cid solution of neutron irradiated s elenium " letal e n riche d in Sa 7'~ • 
Since t he lZl - 230 kev cascade was not well resolved fro m t h e 136-
265 kev cascad e, the measurernen t waa made using the whole of both 
compol3ite peakD. F i gure 5 shows the pulse height spectru m , and the 
setting o f the narrow gate. This reduces the observed anililotropy, 
but does not affect t he g-factor measurement, since the correlation 
for the 136 - 265 kev cascade is nearly isotropic and its rotation will 
be small because the lifeti m e of the 265 kev state ( 'T = 1. 6Jd O- ll s e c.) 
i9 short (9) compared to that of the 280 kev state. The observed an-
gular correlation WEUI \\( 0):: 1 - (0.056 ± 0 .003) CO li 20. When cor-
rected for finite solid angle and random coincidences, this gave 
\.'{ (Q) :: 1 - (0.10 :f: 0.01) P z (cos 0). This value ia in a g reement 
within the quoted error with that o btained from the other mea s u r e-
tnents, if the relative strengths of the 121 - 2S0 kev a nd 13 6 - 265 key 
c a scad es are taken as 28 : 95 as indicated by t he '( -ra y intensitiea of 
Edward s and Gallagher (10). 
·.i' he g-factor measurement was done at ang lee of 1350 and 
2 2 50 in a field of 12, 00 0 gauSIJ. 'j.'he coincidence cou nting rate for 
bo t h t h e angular correlation experi tnents and the g -factor e xperi-
m.ents was of the order of 100 counts per second. A total of 8 x 106 
counh was obtained in the coincidence peak for each direction of the 
-25-
magnetic field at each angle. The values of R obtained were 
o . 0 (0.0023 + 0.0005) and • (0.0017 .:!:. 0.0006) for 9:1 135 and ZZ5 • 
respectively. The average of these two measurements gives. USing 
-2 Eq. (20). GWT:zz(1.7Z+0.34)xlO radiarul. 
T~le lifetime of the zao key level of As 75 has been measured 
to be (4!. 1) x lO~ 10 sec. (11) Since the ang<uar correlation ShOVUil 
only a small dlfference between liquid and solid sources. G Z = 1 is 
assumed for liquid sources. Since As 75 does not have a large quadrl-
pole moment, and t he nuclear lifetime 1s s hort. this is to be expected. 
A,,-senic is not paramagnetic. and hence f3 i6 taken as 1. Using 
these values. we find 
0.39 + o. lZ 
g = = 0.39 + o. lZ 
4. Z 91 kev Stare of Pm147 
Figure 6 ~howlJ the level scheme of Pm 147. Tv/o previous 
measurements of the g-£actor for the 91 l~ov s tate in Pm 147 have 
~en reported. l.indquist and Karlsson(lZ) obtained an upper limit 
e = 1. Bodenstedt • .=! aJ.(13) obtained a preliminary value of g = 
(0.43 .:!:. O. 15). Both. of these groups used the 321 - 91 key cascade 
from the 412 key state to·the groulld state. 
Lindquist and Karlsson used a source of NdZ0 3 dissolved in 
alcohol. and obtailjed an angular correlation of \V(e) "" 1 • (0. 097 1:-
0.007) Pz. (cos d) + (0.023 + D. DIS) P 4 (COil 9). They re-measurcd 
t!.l.C all.g .... tlar c Ol"relc.tion in a field of 25. 000 gauss. and were able to 
place a limit on t~e g-factor only. 
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Boden.tedt. et &1(13) used a saturated aqueous solution of 
NdZC1S as source. They measured an angular correlation o.f W(8) .. 
1 - (0.11 :t O. 01) P z (cos 9). The angular correla.tion was measured 
for each direclon of a 37, ZOO ga.uss field, and the rotation calculated, 
from which the preliminary value quoted above was obtained. They 
do not state that they have applied a pa.ran'lagnetic correction to their 
results. Their measurement was somewhat ham.pered by poor energy 
resolution of the counters. 
We meaaured the g-£actor of the 91 kev state using t he 321 -
91 kev cascade as well. The source was NdZ0 3 dissolved in alcohol. 
Figure 6 s hows the pulse height spectrum and the setting of the nar-
row gate. Our observed angular correlation Wall \\t(i) = 1 • (0.025 
.:.!: O. 003) cos Z9 , w1:dch. when corrected for solid angle and random 
coincidence counts, gave W(e):o 1 - (0. 04Z .:.!: O. 005) ?.2 (cos Q). '1.-'18 
measuremen.ts WGre made at five angles between 900 and 180°, and 
showed no significant P 4 (cos 9) term. 
The g-!actor waa measured at 8 '" 1350 in a field of 12.000 
gauss. The 91 l~ev y-ny is K-convcrted and t'.te x-ra.y peak in co-
inciden.ce with the 320 kev 'I-ray waf used aB a check on the meas-
urement. About 105 counts were observed in the coincidence peak 
f.or each field direction. A value of R .. (0.031 :t O. 004) was ohserved 
for the 321 - 911.ev cascade. while R'" (0.002:t 0.005) was observed 
for the K x-ra.y in colncidence with t.~e 321 lrev line. Equation (20) 
was used to evaluate G2 w'l: with t,..'1e reQult. 
G z W'r .. - (0.39 ± 0.09) "sdtanG. 
-28 -
The lifetime of t...'Qe 91 key s tate has been measured to be 
-9 (14) (3. 4 .:!:. O. 1) x 10 sec. The paramagnetic correction factor f:> 
i f: predicted. in Appendi;c I to be 2. 1 . Bodenstedt. ~:.:!. lTleasured th e 
angular correlation with a delay of. Z half-lives, and coucluded that 
the time dependent attenuaticm was small. However. since t."1.e nngu .. 
lar corl"elatian results we obtained are not in agreement with the 
othe r meaa~mentB, it is difficult to &uert that GZ = 1. Using 
the known values of. the pal':.uneters. Eq. (20) gives 
g = 
(1.95.:!:. 0.4) 
P GZ 
G~ 18 probably between 0.5 and 1.0. 
4. 3 118 key State of Tm 169 
(0.93 .:!:. o. ZO) 
G2 
• 
T he lovel scheme of Tm169 below the 316 kev state is 'shown 
in Fig. 7. The 193 - 110 kev cascade from the 316 key level in Tm169 
was used to measure the g-.£actor of t.he 118 kev state. The angular 
correlation of the 198 .. 110 kev cascade has been meas~d by Gap. 
pellar and IWngelll~er(15) , and by Koicki. Simic and Kucoc(16). , 
The first-men;.ioned auth or£! Uj$cd an oxide source and found W(8):I 
1 -;- V. 250 P z (cos It) + 0.029 P 4 (cos 9). The second group, uaing 
YbCl3 in a dUu.te HCl solution a.s a. $ource, obtained W(8) = 1 + 
(0. 314.:!: O. 0(3) P z (COfJ 6) + (0.003 .:t O~ 005) p 4 (cos 9). Cappelar 
and l{llngelhb"fer measured the angular correlation wlt..'1 a delay be· 
t'N~n "1 and "2 of 4~dO-9 .ee(;onds and obli\erved no significant at-
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tenuation. The dl:}crepa..">lCY in the t;\vo an.,,"'Ular correlations :may 
possibly result fra:m the difficulty of resolving t he 198 • 110 l<:ev cas-
cade fro:m the 177 - 130 kev cascade and the 177 - 110 key coinei-
denceo throug:l t !lC intcrtnediate 21 kev',,-ray. 
Our tneaOilrementf! were done using a source of neutron ir-
radiated YbZ0 3 dissolved in dilute nitric acid. Figure 7 shows the 
pulse height spectrutn of Tm 169 and the setting of the narrow gate. 
The observed angular correlc>.tion was W(9):: 1 + (0. 155.: O. 005) 
cos 29. This, w hen (;orrected for random coincidences and finite 
s olid angle of th~ counters, gave W(9) = 1 + (0.2.8.: 0.01) P Z{COS 9). 
The interference from the 177 .. 130 key a.."1Cl 117 - 110 key coinci-
dences can be estimated from the data cr! Kolcld. at al, and the in-
tensity of. the 130 key peak in the coincidence spectrum.. It was found 
that the 177 - 110 l-.ev and the 177- 130 key cdncidences were 
~ 2.5% and 1% respectively of the 198 - 110 key coincidences wit..'l 
the ::settings UBcd. The angular correlation betv;een the 19S kev'{-rays 
and t he lower half of the 110 kev peal:;. coUected by the pulse height 
analyzer yielded results in agreement with those of Koleki, ~ .al, 
after corrections for random coincidences and finite solid an31e of 
the counters. 
The g-!actor mea~urement was me.de at an angle of 1350 ill a 
field of 12.000 gauos . 3 ~ 106 counts were observed in th e 110 key 
coincidence peal; for each direction of the field. The K x-ray peak 
in coincidence with t he 198 kev y-ray was observed to che ck that no 
systematic error was present. The value of R observed for t he 
-31-
193 - 110 kev cascade was R = (0.32 ± 0.10) '7e. The value of R 
obSierved fot' th" 193 kev - K x-ray coincidence peak w&a a = (0 . 02 
,t; 0.06) %. Using Eq. (19), one can calculate from this, 02t..1'~ = 
-2 (0. 56 ,t; O. 1 7) x: 1 0 radians. 
to be 
Blaugrund (17) has measured the lifetime of the 118 kev state 
-11 ,,= (9.0 ± 1.5) x 10 sec. The delayed coincidence meas-
urement of Cappelar and Klingelhofer cited above supports the 
prediction that O 2 should be unity for such a short lifetime. !1 is 
• esti m ated in Appendix I to be 5.6. 
Because the lifetime of the 138 kev level is significantly long-
er than that of the 118 kev level (4.0 x 10-10 sec. and 9.0 x 10-11 
soc., respectively)(l7), a small admixture of the 177 - 130 kev 
cascade could have a large enough rotation to affect the results sign-
ificantly. Using the admbctures quoted above and a theoretical value 
of g = 0.2 for the 139 kev atate, as predicted by the Niluon l11odel(13) 
one finds that this effect can at the most decrease the observed g by 
100/;, ,and is probably considerably less. Thie is not included in 
the quoted error. 
Using the values quoted for the relevant parameters in E q. 
(20), one obtains 
1. 2 ± 0.4 
i = -- 0.21 ± O. 07. 
• Although the large disturbance of the electronic configuration 
makes the calculation of fJ difficult for cascades preceded by a K-
capture, the 1 microsec lifetime of the 316 kev level in Tm109 from 
which all these cascades are fed should allow sufficient time for 
electronic reorganization to juatify this value. 
4. 4 114 key State of Lu 1'7 5 
The level scheme of Lu1'75 1s sh.own in Figure 8. The g-
factor of ~ 114 key state of Lu1'75 was rneMUl'ed using t.'lte 282 -
114 key c$Ilcade £1"OlTl the 396 l~ev level to the grOWld Bta.te. 
The angular correlation of the %.82 - .114 key c~ca.de haG been 
studied by Klema.(19) and by WledliDg(ZO). Klema obtained W(~):: 
1 + (0. 2Z1.:t O. 004) p~ (CO$ 9) for a Uquid $O\U'ce. and W(8) = 1 + 
(0. ZlO 2. O. 003) P z (COI'l 9) for a solid SOUrce. Wiedli:n.g m easured 
the con-elation for aqueous solutions of YbZ{N0 3 >3 with a.n4 vvithout 
glycerine added. He obta!ned W(9)" I + (0.2.27 + 0.004) P z (coo 9) 
independent of viecosity. These results indicate that qua.drlpole at-
tenuation of thie correlation is small tor liquid aowtces. 
Our measurements were made Ul!liIlg 1:\.""{0 dif£ereut sources of 
neutron irradiated Yb 174 oxide dissolved in dilute nitric acid. The 
observed angular eorrela.t1ons were W(EI) 1:1 1 + (0. 107 + 0.002) COlO 
Z 8 and W(8) = 1 + (0. 167 :!:. O. 020) cos t Ii for the first and second 
runs, re$pectively. Randomcoincldence rates varied from 30% to 
10% for Run 1. ;1J.ld from 10% to 5% in Run Z. as the source decayed. 
The above angular correlations eOl'l'ected for £illite solid angle and 
random coincidences resulted in W(e):s 1 + (0.200 + 0.003) P
z 
(cos 9). 
W(6) '" 1 + (0. Zl + 0.03) P z (C08 9) fo'& Runs 1 and 2 respectively. 
The rotatiOlllnBl.l.Burement/l were dcme at 1350 in a field of 12.000 
, 6 
ga.use. In each :r:un. over 4x 10 counts were observed tn the j:~ray 
and 'V.ray coincidence peakI'J for both directions of the magnetic field. 
The value of. R obtained for the V-ray was R =. O. 15% + 0.09% for 
33 
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Figure 8 . Level structure of Lu 175 . The energies are in key and the 
mean lifetimes of the 396 key state and the 114 key state 
are shown. 
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Run 1 and R:: 0.2.3 % + O. 10% in Run 2. F'01" the x.-ray. we foond 
R '" - O. OZ% + O. 06% and R = - O. 07 % ~ o. 06% • respectively. 
The above results for t!le y-ray are normalized on the ~;;-ray. and the 
error included both 'I-ray and x-ray counting errors. 
Using Eq. (20) of Section 3. O. we obtain :£or the t.wo rUl'l.S, 
-2 -2 G W'{: (0.35 + O. 17)J\: 10 radians. and GWT::: (0.35.::: O. 12):~ 10 
r adia:ns. 
T~ ~e U.£':;>'i:im e ,xi: me 114 kev state call bo calculated using the 
Coulomb excitation data from the compUation of Alder. et al(21). 
Using the value e.G:: 0.1.2 for the EZ/Ml intensity ratio obtained 
by Martin, ~t al(2.2). one obtains a mean life of T :: 9.4x'10- 11 scc. 
From the evidence of the angulal' correlation work quoted 
above. GZ is t<>l~~ '.l to be 1. p should be 1 for Lu., since it is not 
paramagnetic. and therefore we obtcln. 
0.65 + 0.25 
g = ::! 0.65 + o. Z5 
4. 5 113 key State o£ FJ 177 
The level scheme of Hil77 is shown in Fig. 9. The c.?Gcade 
u.aed to measure the g-factor of the 113 l:.ev state in Htl77 was the 
zoa - 113 kev cascade from the 321 key lev'el to the ground state. 
The 3 Z I key level is populated by ~ de cay El'om 6. 8 -day Lu 177. 
Seve~'al au.thor3 have measured the a:i1gular correlations of 
(23) the Z08 - 113 kev cascade. Wiedling l'neasured the cOJ'relaUon 
for liquid sources of various viscosity and concluded that tile Ulld1B-
turbed correla.tion is W(9 ):: 1 - (0. 163 .!. O. (02) P 2 (COB Q) + (0. 002 
0,7 n s 
Figure 9. 
35 
71 
208 
321 250 
, 
H f 177 
137 
I 
1 13 
321 ! + 
250 11 -2 
113 ~-
o 
177 Level Itructure of Hf . The energies are in kev and the 
mean lifetime of the 113 kev level is shown . 
+ O. OOZ) P 4 (cos 9). For dUute aqueous oources he obtained W( @):: 
1- (O.l60 ) P z (co:o 11} . Ofer(Z4) £ound V[," (Q) =: · 1 - (O.135~O.OlO)?Z 
(cos Q) for aqueous BOUrCCI3. Klem)25) measured the correlation for 
Golid (,'.nd liquid com-ces. obtaining Vde) = 1 - (0.149 ±. O. 002) P z (cos 
8) and W(9) == 1 - (0. l614.:!: 0.0015) P z (COG Q). l·eapectively . 
Beh rcn.d( 26) obtained the correlation for LuC13 in aqueous solution. 
in aqueoUD solution with glyce rine added. and in a. soli,d fo~ f Ie 
found P z {cos it} coefficients of - (0. 16Z7 + 0. (032). - (0.1511 i 
O. 0027). and - (0. I S 11 ! O. 0023). re6pectivcly~ 
The eow:cc uoed in our e".-periment was llcutron irradiated 
LUZ0 3 dissolved ill dUute nitric acid. The angular correlation after 
correction £01' random calncidenceB and lmitc soUd anglo of the 
counter s waG W(Q ) = 1 - (0.16 ± O. 015) P z (cos 9 ) • 
The g-factor was measured at angles of 1350 and 2250 in a 
field of· 12. 000 gauss. The values of R found for x -ray and ,(- r ay 
coincidences. ancl t he observed coefficient of coa 2 a in the angular 
correlation, arc givon in Table 1. A total o:! 1. Zx h:l counts was 
observed in th~ 113 key 'I-ray coincidence peak for each direction of 
the field. The coincidence counting rate varied from ZOO to 100 
counts per second. and tllC random rate from ZO% to 10% as the 
s ource decayed. The value of GZwr calculated from E q. (ZO) waa 
- (0.0091 !. O. 0014) radia.n.e. 
The lifetime of th e 113 la3v level has been measured by Bel'-
10vich (27) to be 6x 10- 10 acc. Hauser.et!!:!(28) have found 't" .. 
• -1 0 - 10 . (7.2 ± O. l) x 10 !Jec. 't" = 7 x 10 sec. 16 used for the evalua-
tion of g. Since noither Hf nor Lu is para.magnetic. (3 should be 
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unity. The angular correlation measurements in liquid sources in~ 
dicate G z = 1. UDing t hese value:::, we find 
0.20 + 0.06 
g ::l 
152. 4. 6 122 key State of Sm 
:: o. 20 + o. 06 
Tl">...e level s cileme of Sm 152 is s hown in Fig. 10. The g-factor 
of the 122 kev ct:J.te of Sm 152 has been measured by Goldring a.."ld 
Scharenberg(Z? ) and by Sugimoto(30). Goldring and Scharenberg uacd 
a liquid source of Sm Z(N0 3 )3 and populated the 122 key state by 
Coulomb excitation using protons. After correcting thctr results for 
the effects of parama.[,.'llotism, they obtained g:=l O. 2.1 + O. 04 . Sugi-
moto, using t '1.C sa.me method, found g = (0.36 + 0.16)/(:1 G (in our 
notation) using a. solid oxide source at 7 00° K. 
Our measurement was done using the 'i . 420 • 12.Z kev. c lUIcade 
from the 1. 5'.i:O key leve l to t he ground '"tate. The 1, 540 key l e vel 
, ul-"'~d ".~ iti ' E 152~" .1 
... "as pop · ......, oy a .h.-capture trans on 1n . u • l. ~e angtuar c or-
rela tiOll for this ca.scade has been measured by Hartnmn and Wied-
(31) (32) ling , and by Ofe1' • Ha.rtman and \Viedling uecel aqueous solu-
tiona of EuC13 and ob tained W(6)::: 1 + (0. Z19 + 0.005) 1'z (co:> 9) + 
(0.003 + O. 007) P 4 (COG 9). O£er used a dilute Golutio!l of ZuZU.i(4)3 
as a source and obtainc<.l IV(Q) '" 1 + (0.21 + 0. 0 2) P Z{COB 8-) + (0. 02 2:. 
0.03) P4(C03 i:/). 
T}lC source for oui n-J.easurc rn entl3 was neutron irradiated 
,..,.... • 1 " ' .~ 151 d' 1 'i dil " lel ~~uZ'--'3' cnrlc.lea m .!:..u , 1S60 vea n ' ute rutl'lC a c , 1'1:0 ob-
carved allgru<lr corre>lation was W(6) = 1 -I- (0. 1<12 + 0.004) ?z (cos a), 
39 
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Figure 10. Level structure of Sm 152. Energies are in kev . The 
mean life of the 122 kev level is given . 
'If/hieh after corre ction for random en incidences and finite solid angle 
o! the counterG gave W(E!):: 1 + (0. l05 + 0.007) P.., (cos G). Thl3 i s 
- ... 
in reasonable agreement with the results of Hartman and Wiedling, 
and Ofer. 
o The g-factor nlcasuremcnt was done at an angle of 135 in a 
5 field. of 1 Z, 000 gaus a. A total of Z. 5 x 10 cOUlltS was observed in the 
coincidence peal~ corresponding to the 1.4Z0 - lZ2 kev coincidences. 
The coincidence peak corresponding to the I, 4Z0 kev - K x-ray co-
incidences rC3u1ting from K-conversion of t he 221 kev 'V-ray waS also 
observed. The v a lue of R observed for tIle 1,4Z0 • lZZ kev cascade 
was (Z. 1 ±. O. 5)%. wIlie:;:l gave G Z We a (3.7 ± 0.9) X 10-
2 
radians. 
The observed value of R for the 1. ,Z,ZO kev - K x-ray cascade wan 
(0. 0 + O. 2)%, w!lich indicates no signiiicant systematic effects. 
The value of G Z for the 122 kev level was measured by 
Goldrin3 and Scharenbcrg for a liquid source by comparing t he 00- . 
served ,-ray ililJtribution following Coulomb excitation to t he theo-
rctical prediction. They fOWld G Z :: 1. We made a direct mcas-
urcmcm.t of G 2 for th e source used in t he g-factor c::::periment by 
meaGuring tile correlation for the 144 ~ 122 !ccv cascade. Since this 
is a cascade ox \;v.,o pure EZ 'Y-rays. the theoretical value for the 
c3.Zcade is kn O\7ll. The observed angular correlation ... ras corl'ected 
for contr.ibutions from taUs of other 'I-rays by measuring the c orrc -
1ation with a narrow gate set just t!.hovc and juct 0010'1.". the 144 kev 
'I-ray. The value obtained was G.,:: 1. 0 + O. 13 • 
L. -
The lifetime of 
-9 (~ :;) 
the 122 kev state hac been measured as T = ( 2. 0 :!: O. 14) xl 0 sec.-
-41-
The value of !3 predicted for th e Sm 3+ ion in Appendix I is 
fl = 1. 15. The x <'-thcl' Giza.ule difference beLy/cen t ius value and t he 
value of ~1 = 1. '{ -;- 'J. Z used by Goldring and 2,chm'er.be.:g arisos from 
t h e sizable contribudQn of second orde r term.B in the calculation of 
3+ v ,- ~ . t (34) d t:us quantity for the Sm ion (8e0 ._",ana.m-on and v \.:glIuO 0 • a.."1 
Appendi:: I). 
Usin:; 1:1,0 values from. a.hove in Eq. (20). our experimental 
results yield 
g .. 
(0. 32 :!:. o. a S) 
PG .. o. 28 + O. 07 • 
This can be c ompared to t110 value of g:; 0.30 :!:. o. 06 obtained from 
Goldring and f>c::.arenberg's ';;01."1;: wit:1. the more a.ccurate pal'amag-
~etic corrcc:;ion factor, a..'"ld the value of g;: O. 3-<2: -I- o. 16 obtained 
from Sugimoto'::; work using Gz :: 1 • 0 = }. 07 (see Ref. 34). TIle 
a.greement between these dllierent measure=onto; is moot pIc <'-sing 
in lieht of t ' le diliCl'cnt methods used to populate t ;1.C 1 22 l~ev level. 
and funUs.b.es son'lC support for t he aasmnption th at the ion con~-un-
mg the radioa.ctive nucleus liaS reached 0Ul equUibriurn sU:.te in a 
nIne s hort com pared to the nuclear lifetime. 
-1:.7 1 Z3 key State of ad 154 
---
154 The g - factor of the 123 key state of Gd was measured 
using t he 1,280 - 1Z3 1;;ev cascade from t:!C 1, 4 00 kev state. The 
1, 4 00 kcv state '.va;; populated by r decay from H).year Eu Ei4. The 
level scheme of Gd 154 is show n ill F ig. 11. 
T he anaula:i.' correlation of the 1, ZCO - 123 l~ev cascade !:as 
42 
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Figure 11. Level structure of Gd 154. The energies are shown in 
kev. The mean lifetime of the 123 kev state is indicated . 
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(3 t:',) been meuured by Hickman and Wiedenbeck -. They used a source 
of EuZ0 3 dissolved in dilute Hel. and obtained an angular correlation 
of W(e) .. 1 + (0.19 + 0.010) P 2 (cos 8) - (0.007 .!. 0.015) P" (cos 9) • 
These authors also measured the correlation of the Z48 - 123 kev 
cascade from the 371 key state. They obtained Wee) '" 1 + (0.098 + 
0.018) P
z 
(cos 6) - (0. OZO .!. 0.024) P 4 (cos 9). Thill result is in 
good agreement with that expected for a (4(0)2(0)0) cascade. The 
attenuation coefficient for the 123 key level calculated from these 
results ill GZ::ll 0.96 .!. O. 18. Goldring and Schal'enberg(29) also have 
measured the attenuation coefficient for the 123 kev state of Gd 154 in 
a dilute nitric acid solution by comparing the theoretical angular dis-
tribution of v-rays from a Coulomb excited Z+ etate with that ob-
. served experimentally. The result waa GZ '" 0.5 .!. o. 06. They have 
meaaured the attenuation for similar states in Gd156 and Gd160 and 
conclude that the observed effect results from a static magnetic hy-
perfine attenuation rather than electric quadripole interaction. 
Deutsch and Stiening<36) hAve shown that this explanation 18,in fact, 
correct. by demonstrating that the attenuation of the 1,280 - 123 key 
cascade can be removed by application of a small magnetic field 
parallel to the axis of one of the detectors. 
Aa this experiment demonetrateo. attenuation resulting from 
static magnetic hyperfine interaction is not independent of the value 
or direction of the applied field. It can be removed with a strong 
enough field applied along the direction of one of the V-rays. or in-
creased conSiderably by a field perpendicular to the plane of the cor-
I"C!Ilation meuurements. 
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We have measured the angular correlation of the 1. t80 - U3 
kev cascade using a source of neutron irradiated EuZ0 3 enx-iched in 
EuI53• which was dissolved in dUute nitric: acid. The observed cor-
relation after correction for finite solid angle and random coinci-
dences was W(8) = 1 + (O.I70.:!:. O. 008) P z (cos 9). We al80 meas-
ured the correlation of this ca8cade in a magnetic field of lZ. 000 
gause. We found W(8) = 1 + (0.059 .:!:. o. 006) P z (cos 9) alter cor-
rectiol1 for random coincidences and finite solid angle. The attenu-
ation coefficient in zero field was determined by measuring the angu-
lar correlation of t.he 248 - It3 kev (4(0)2(0)0) cascade. whose 
theoretical value 1s known. Interference from competing cascades 
was corrected for by measuring the correlation with the gate 8et just 
above and just below the Z48 kev line. The result was W(9) = 1 + 
(0.075 + 0.015) P z (C08 9). which gave an attenuation coefficient of 
G 2 .. O. 74 + O. 15. The angular correlation observed for the 1.280 -
123 kev cascade is consistent with that of Hickman and Wiedenbeck 
when corrected by this factor. 
In Section Z. 3 and Appendix I. static magnetic hyperfine at-
3+ tenuation is s h own to be an expected property of the Gd ion. The 
observation of magnetic hyperfine attenuation therefore furnishes 
strong evidence that the equUibrium electronic configuration has been 
reached in a time short compared to the nuclear lifetime. It is some-
what difficult to understand the results of Hicknlan and Wiedenbeck on 
the basis of the above evidence. since. although they used a different 
source material. one would not expect that the relaxation time would 
be markedly different. Ii these results are indeed correct. then the 
g~factor could be measured much more accurately in a solution of 
EuCl3 than in a solution of EuZ(N03 )3 • 
. 0 
The g~factor measurement iteel! was done at an angle of 135 
in a. field of lZ. 000 gauss. The observed lUlgular correlation in the 
magnetic field was W(9) = I + (0.039 + 0.010) coe Z e. The value of 
o R obtained was (0. 20 .:t o. 2.5) /0. which gives a value of GZ W T = 
-2 (1.251. 1.56) x 10 radians. 
The v alue of Oz can be calculated from the ob8erved attenu-
ation in the magnetic field. and the measured v.!.lue in zero field to 
be O2 :11 O.24.:t O. 05. The lifetime has been measured to be (1.7 .± 
O. 14) x 10.9 sec. (33) Alii pointed out in Appendix I, the calcula.tion 
3+ 
of a. f3 for ad i. not reasonable. slru;e the assumption of thermal 
equUibrium is not correct. There!ore. tl '" 1 is used in the formu-
las. The g-factor is calculated on the assumption that the attenuation 
has the same time dependence as that of electric quadripole attenua-
tion, which is a satisfactory approximation for the purposes of this 
work. The value of g obtained on this basis is 
g == 0.4+ 0.5 
4.8 87 ~v State of Dyl60 
The level 8cheme for ny160 is shown in Fig. lZ. The g-
lactor of the 87 kev .8tate has been measured by Debrunner. !! aI(37). 
They observed t.l}e rotation of the angular correlation of the 800 - 87 
kev cascade in a magnetic field using a solid Tbi~ SOU1"ce containing 
Tb160• The measurement was done at 300°i( and allowed independent 
calculation of the paramagnetic correction £actor. 13. and the apparent 
46 
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Figure 12 . 160 Level structure of Dy • Energies are in kev and the 
mean lifetime of the 87 kev level il shown. 
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g-factor. The result obtained was g:: O. 18 2:. O. 08. A value o! 13. 
6. Z + 0.7 at T :: 3000 K can be calculated from their results. which 
compares reasonably well with the value of 6. 7 obtained in Appendix 
I. 
T1,-e observed attenuation of the angular cOl'relation was at-
trlbuted by these authors to e££ectB occurring in a time short com-
pared to the nucle ar lifetime. Recent work on the decay scheme dis-
cuased below' suggests that the angular correlation should be unat-
tenua.ted in liquid sources, while for solid sources the attenuation 
should be time dependent. Auuming the fOl.'mu!U for liquid oources 
to hold, and talting the attenuation coefficients GZ :: G4 :: 0.7 • which 
can be calculated from their obaerved angular correlations assuming 
that the correlations observed in the Uquid sources were unattenu-
ated. the result 'would be g:: 0.24 .±. O. 10. 
Our measurements were done using t he composite of the 
1.110 - 87 kev and 1, leO - 87 kev cascades. The source used was 
neutron irradiated Tb Z0 3 diuolved in dUute HCl. 
Two measurements of the angular correlations of 'V-ray cas-
160 (38) 
cades in Dy ~lavc been made. S. Ofer • u.aing a source o! 
TbZ(SO 4)3 dissolved in water. obtained for the 1.170 - 87 kev cu-
cade W(6) iii 1 + (0.08 + O. OZ)P Z (cos 9) - (0.07 .± 0.015) P 4 (cos -Q). 
and for the 1,280 - 87 key cascade. W(9)::o I + (0.011 + 0.02) P z 
(coa 9) + (0.00 + 0.01) P 4 (cos 9). I"l'om other measurements. he 
concluded GZ "" 0.40 2:. O. 15. G4 = 0.42 .± 0.04 • for the 87 kev level. 
Arne. Sundt and Wiedenbeck(39) have also studied the angula.r 
correlations in Dy160. They used a. source of TbZ0 3 dluolved in 
-48-
dilute HCl. They concluded that t.~e attenuation coefficient for the 87 
kev state crumot be measured. but that the results are moet consist-
ent with no attenuation £01' liquid sources. For the 1,170 - 8'7 kev 
cascade, they obtained W(9):or 1 + (0.133 + 0.041) P z (cos 9) + (0.008 
+ 0.083) P.:1 (cos 9), and for the 1. Z80 - 87 kev cascade. W(9):: 
- -
1 + (0.148 + 0.065) P z (COI3 9) - (0.09 + 0.14) P 4 (coe 9) • 
Our observed angular correlation of t he composite 1, 170 - 87 
kev and 1,280 - 87 kev cascades in the Source used for the g-factor 
measurement wasW(9) :: 1 + (0. O ~·' f:'· .:t. o. n OS ) coe Z e. After cor-
rection for random coincidences and finite solid angle of t..~e counters. 
this gave W(9):: 1 + (0.091 .:t. 0.010) P z (cos 8) + (0.00 .:!: O. 02) P 4(C08 9~ 
A separate meaS\lrement of the angular correlation was rrlCde for a 
source of 'l'bZ0 3 dissolved in dilute HCI, and a source of the same 
solution with glycerine added to give a viscosity of 1 () centipoise . 
After corrections for random coincidences and finite solid angle. 
these gave W(9) .. 1 + (0.11 .:t. O. 01) P z (cos 9) + (0.02.:!: O. 02)P 4(C06 9) 
a.'ld W(9) = 1 + (0.10 + 0.001) P z (COB Q) + (0. 00 ) p.1, (C08 EI), respec-
tively. One can conclutle tho.t electric quadripole attenuation io not 
high in these sarnples. An attenuation coefficient G2 = 0.8 + O. 12 
can be calculated for the source used in the g-faqtor measurement. 
The g-factor mqasurement was done at e = 1350 in a field of 
r: 
12, 000 gauss. The temperature was 340°K. A total of 2x 10J counts 
'was observed in the 87 ~ev coincidence peak for each direction of 
magnetic field. Tile K x-ray coincidence pea!~ resulting from K-
conversion of the 87 kev ,{-ray was also observed to assure that e <cre 
were no significant systemati.c effects. A value of R = (4.5 + 0.5)% 
-49-
was obtained, whic h gave a 1"eault GZw-r: 0.19 + 0.03 radians. 
T he life time of the 137 kev state in ny160 has been measured 
to be T = (2.6::-. 0. 3) x 10-9 sec. (40 ) The value of f3 for a tempera-
ture of 3400 K ob tained from Appendix I is 0 ::: 6. 3. The attenuation 
coefficient is t ak en to be 0. 8 + O. 12, as di s cussed above. Using t hese 
param.eters, one c n,n calculate 
g '" 
1.36 + 0.20 
P G2 
4.9 81 kev State of E/66 
:; o. 28 + O. 08 
166 · . The g-factor of t he 8 1 kev state in Er was measured using 
t'1e I, 370 - 81 kev e ... scade from the 1,450 kev state. This state was 
166 p opula.ted by 1'3 decay of 27- hour Ho • The level s c heme for this 
nucleus io shown in Fig. 13. 
The p.ngular correlatiolls of the 1,370 - 81 kev cascade b \ 
:;:1" 166 have been measured by two groups. Milton and Fraser(41), 
'luling a source of HoZ(N03 )3 maintained above its melting point, 
found W(9) '" 1 + (Q. 137 2. o. 006) P z (cos 6) + (0.560 .!. o. 019) P 4(cOS 8). 
Marklund, van Noodjen and Grabowski(4Z), using ... n ::!.queous source 
of HoCI., found wee) = 1 + (0.226 + O. OU) P ., (cos 8) + (0.783 + O.OZ9) 
:.; -,.. -
P 4 (coe Q). Both of these correlations are consistent only with a 
o - l - 0 decay s c heme for which the t heoretical correlation i s known, 
although both of theee cor relations are significantly attenuated from 
the theoretical value. 
Our measure ment" were made using a dilute hyurochloric 
acid .olution of neutron irradiated HoZO:;. FiGUre 13 show. the 
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pulse height spectrl.ID1., and t.~e .gate set on t~').e 1,370 kev '{-ray. The 
observed angulal' correlation. after correction for random coine!-
dences and finite solid angles of the counters was w(e) = 1 + to. 159 
.:!: o. 03) :22 (CDC Q) + p. 474±. O. 04) P 4 (COG 0). A.n;:Uysis of the pulse 
ilCigh t spectrUIll of Fig. 13 shoWI:: t.'l2.t 25 ±. SOlo of the -,,-rays incladed 
in t he gate set on the 1.370 kev y--ray· were contributed by the 1,520 
kev"l-ray. Using t h e theoretical coefficients for a (l( D)Z(Q )O) transi-
tion for this po.zt of t he coincidences. and t :10 t :loorctical coefficie nts 
for a (0(Q)2(0)0) tranzition {or the remainder. C eo predicted con'ela-
tion iG "\'i(9) = 1 + (0.205';' 0.02) P, (cos 6) + (0. 36 + O. 03)I 'Acos S). 
- - - ~ . 
The attenuation coefficients calculated by comparing t...~eGe tno are 
G z :: 0. 78 + O. 12. G4 :: O. 55 ~~ O. OS . Tne much larger 02 value 
Since 't"" is expected to be very c . 
short, in this case Eqs. (14) and (15) s h oUld apply (cee Section 2.3). 
The g-'£actor mCUSUl;'e ::ncnts were made at e = 153 0 in a field 
of 5, 000 gause. The measm;-ements eA1;ended over a period of 21 
days. and. the aJ.1.gular correlution was measured at the beginning and 
end. Several n"lCasu..-ements of the random coincidence rate were 
made by inserting a long delay in one counter lead during the course 
of the c,::perii-neuts. The observed random-to-true coincidence ratio 
varied from 25% to 5% from beginning to end, and decreaccd c::-
ponentially with the source lifetime. The true coincidence counting 
rate varied from 60 I counts min. to 15 counts I w.in. during the courGG 
of the Emperim.ant. In evaluating the results of t his experiment, all 
I:"1easurem2nts were corrected for ra-l1dom c oincidences but not for 
finite solid a.""lgle. A total of 7. 000 counts was observed in t.'-le 81 l~ev 
-52-
coincidence peak for each direction of rnagnctic field. The coinci-
uence pcal~ corresponding to the K-convcrs i on ;;~ - ray6 of Cle 31 lcev 
'\I -rays was also ObSC1'VCU as a cb.eck on systetn atic effects. 'rile a11.-
gulal' co:.:relation, uncorrected f.o:.: finite :;;oli~l angle but corrected for 
l.'a.ndom coincidences, was W(9) or. 1 + (0. 14 i o. OZ) P z ( COB 9) "" (0.35 .! 
O. 03 ) P.d. (cos 6). .A value of R :; (13.7 + 1. 3)% was ohser.red.For 
- -
the 1,350 x-ray cascade, the observed value of It was (0.3 -;. 1.)% • 
T o deduce the l.'otation fl.·om the above measurement, Eq. (14 ) 
mus t he used, since \;:i.e attenuaUon is high and the rotation lal'go. 
Figure 14 show£; the dependence 01 R on W7: uSing t heobservod 
3.llgula.r correla"i;ion coeffici0ntD, and t.he calculate.:! values of G Z and 
G4 • The cross-hatched area denotes t.b.e ohse l'ved value of. R . The 
value 0:£ W7: found h , W7:":; ( 0. 14.:!:. O. 02) ra.W.a.n13. 
The lifeti~~e 0:£ the 81 kev level of £r166 h.a~ been measured 
as (2.41. o. Z() ::; 10-9 zee. (43) In Appcmlli: 1, f3 is calculated t o he 
"1.7. The relilultlllg value of g, from Eq. (20 ). is 
g ::r O. 31 + O. 06 
53 
0.2 
R 
0.1 
o 
o 0.1 0.2 0.3 
WT 
Figure 14. R va . <NT for Er 166. This curve is computed from 
Eq . (14) uaing the observed values of the attenuation 
coefficients and the angular correlation coefficients. 
The cross hatched area shows the observed value of R. 
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V. COMPARISON TO THEORY 
5. 0 Introduction 
The nlagnctic moment of at many-particle nucleus depends 
very sensitively on the naw.re oi the nuclear force and the details oi 
t he nucleon configuration. Since nuclear theory has not progressed to 
an understanding of these phenomena. the calculation of such mag-
ne tic momenta is at present impossible~ 
Because of the inherent difficulty of the problem. most of the 
progress made in c"Plaining the properties of nuclear statee has 
therefore been th rough the use of. nuclear models. There a~"tl pree-
ently three of interest in diSCUSsing magnetic dipole mom ents of nu-
dei. A brief outline of these models as thfilY refer to nuclear mag-
. netic moments is presented below. 
(44) The first model of interest is the nuclear shell model • 
Thill model visualizes a nucleus consisting of essentially non-
interacting particles moving in a spherically symmetric nuclear po-
tential. The properties of such a system are quite analogou~ to those 
exhibited by the atomic electron shell. In particular. for instance. 
each nucleus can be regarded as having an orbital angular momen ... 
tum •. ,. and a spin angular mom entum. s . FQr odd-A nuclei. in 
the simplest pict'.:u-e. the properties of the nuclear state are a.sumed 
to be th ose of the last odd particle. the spins and orbital moments of 
the other particles being &ssu:med coupled to zero. 
P redictions of magnotic moments using tIU.8 model al'e easily 
made for odd~A nuclei. Using the f:ree nucleon values for spin and 
~55~ 
orbital g~factors. one obtains(44) for a nucleus with odd Z. 
)J = (z. 79 + I .;. ~) An for I .. '+ t 
}-f = I J 1 (-2.79 + 1+ j>)..In for 1::1 ,- i (Zl) 
while for an odd-N nucleus. 
for I .. '+ t 
for I .. ,- * .. 
(22) 
These formulas give t.lte so-called Schmidt limits for t he m.ag~ , 
netic moments. which although confirmed in a few cases by experi-
ment. are generally in error by as much as 50% • However. in 
virtually all cases where they are a.pplicable. the Schmidt limits do 
indeed furnis h an \..'Pper Or lower limit for 1 = '+ t and I.. , - t. 
respectively. Since several factors such us configuration admh."turca 
and residual interpartic;:le forces are ignored in this calculation. it is 
not sUl.-prising that many experimental results are in disagreement 
with it. 
• 
1'.1orc recently, the collective model of Bohr and M:ottleson(45) 
haa had some success in elo."Plaining the properties of nuclei in certain 
l.-cgions of the periodic table. "l'he ba.sic concept of t:h11!1 model is that 
the nucleus has an ellipsoidal rather t; lan a spherical shape. l'his 
givetr rise to nuclear energy levels coming from a collective rotation 
of the nucleus around an axis perpendicular to its axis of symmetry. 
The assumption is made that the rotation of the nuCleus does not af~ 
feet its intrinsic configuration. This simple model has had strUdng 
-56-
!lucc:es8 in explafning the propeJ1icl!! of low-lying nuclear states for 
heavy nuclei lying between closed nuclear shells in the periodic table. 
(See for instance Alder. ~ al(Zl) for a. summary of. experhnental 
results. ) 
The rotational motion now contributes to the magnetic InO-
Inent of. the nucleus. Using the usual tenninology for this model. 
where l is the total nuclear spin, K the quantum number associ .. 
. ated with t.~ intrinsic angular momentum of t..'le nucleus (and also the 
.pin of the state upon which a rotational band is based). and gK and 
lJR the g-fa.ctou associated with the intrinsic and rotational motionn 
respectively. the magnetic dipole moment of a nucleus for K ~ i can 
be written 
(Z3) 
(The additional complexity associated with K .. ! is diacuued in the 
169 
section on Tm .. below.) It 18 a consequence of the model that gK 
and gR in Eq. (Z3) ilhould be constant in any rotational band. It can 
be aeen that if this 11 indeed the case, measurement of. two magnetic 
moments in one rotational band allows independent calculation of. gK 
and gR' when K i O. t. while in a band with K .. O. meaSU1"e-
ment of only one g-factor determines gR. 
Theoretical predietion8 for the value of. gR depend upon a 
knowledge of the details of the nuclear flow. The simplest models of 
rigid rotation or perfect hydrodynamic flow. where the nuclear mat-
ter moves aa a unl£ormly charged fbud. give gR = Z/A. On,e would 
expect, how-ever. that gR does not vary rapidly from nucleus to 
-57-· 
nucleus in a given region of t he periodic table. 
The value of glC in t.his model can be predicted only by 
making defixU.te assumptions about the intrinsic nuclea r struct'..ll'e. 
The unified nuclear model does this by assuming that the general con-
cepts of the shell model· apply to the ellipsoidal nuclear potential as-
sumed in the collective model above. NUeson(18), for instance, baa 
calculated the ordering and wave functions for the sill.'~le particle 
st:ucs in an ellipsoidal harmonic oscillator potential with added' • G 
coupling as a function of a deformation parameter, 6 . By making 
the assumption tha.i: the intrinsic nuclear properties of odd-A nuclei 
stem from the rnotion o£ the last odd particle, he is ahle to predict 
ground state spins, nuclear moments. and other nuclear pl·9perties. 
Formulas for gK are given in this wod;; as a function of the tabulated 
wave functions. 
Mottleson alld NilsElon have applied this model to the proper-
ties ofmanyodcl-A nuclei in a. recent paper(46) with marked success. 
Figures 16 and 17 of this reference show theoretical and experimental 
magnetic moments for nuclear ground states, calculated using 
gR :s Z/A. l'nere is a consistent disagreement to be seen oi the 
order of O. 6 jJ. or less in virtually all moments plotted. This 
n 
rather consistent small deviation may possibly arise fl."om the effects 
of residual interpa.rticle forccs not considered in the chosen poten-
tial. It should be noted tl1At configuration m.bing is much more ac· 
curately considered in tilis model than in the simple nuclear shell 
model. 
In the several subsections below, each nucleus ls studied and 
-58-
h"ca.ted separately, and the interpretation of the result is diBcufJsed 
in terms of the applicable model theory. 
75 The As nucle us is one in whic~.'. one might hope. by using 
measured value s of n'12.gnetic nlomenta l).nd other nuclear parameters, 
to just1fy t he use of one or anot.'1er of the nuclear models. T_lc mag-
netic moments can be cl'lculated from the simple shell model formu-
las of Eqs. (21) and (ZZ). The results for the ground state and the 
2130 kev state are 3.75}J. GU1d 0.87;1..( , reapectively. These values 
n n 
can be compared to t he measured values of 1.43).J. and (0.42 + 
n -
O. 13) ~ n' r.espectively. Especially for the ground state moment 
this agreement ic rathe r poor. 
Manning and Rogers(47) have s hovlll that several properties 
. 75 
of tIw low-lying etates of As can be understood on the basis of tI'le 
Wlified model. The ground state and t h.e 280 kev state are assigned 
to Nllf;s on orbits 16 and 15, respective ly. Figure 15 shows the the-
orGtical In3.gnetic moments of the two states plotted as a f1.mCtion o! 
5 , the dist.ortion para!nete r. gR = Z/ A has been used in tile calcu-
lation. The value 0 = O. Z shown on th e graphs is that predicted 
from the measured ground etate quadripole morn.ent. The mea8Ul"ed 
lnagnetic moments can be see n to be In qualitative agreement with 
t h oBe predicted on the Nilsson picture, and ca.n thus be said to be con-
I>iotent with the Pl"Op03ed model eXplanation. Since t.~e8e states are 
both s ingle-par ticle states, (I. separate calculation of t:K and gR is 
110t possible. 
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J, sor;lcwha~ d iiicrcnt outlook must be taken for Pm147• Very 
little i s &-:lO'.vn about t:llC nucle us. T!lc spin and m a gn etic moment of 
t he g r ound s tate have not been measured. and the spin of t he 9 1 kev 
state i s not ImO",V'.."l. S~lell model cons iderations have suggested spins 
of 5/2+ and 7/2+ for l:he ground ctate and the fh-s t c:l-:cited state with 
an U!1ccrt."tin order. It is possible to d ifferentiate betw'een t hese two 
possihilities on tile basis of t illS tn.easuremCllt. 
• 
The s hell model prediction of the g-factor ill g:; 0.49 for a 
i /2+ state. and g :; 1.92 fol.' a 5/2+ state in an odd- ::.: nucleus from 
E q. (21 ). Our measurement, g;: 0.9 1- 0.2., would O€lem t o rule out 
the 7/2+ spin for the 91 lwv state. 
It mu.st be said t...1-rat while this measurement illustrates th~ 
pOllsibUity of g -factor measu;rem(;;nts playing a role in the assignment 
of uuc1e<.).r spins. a l'cci Wlde,,'standing of the s ·~ructure of t l-J.s nucleus 
awaits f uture clal..uication oi t he level scheme. 
Tm 169 is a highly deformed nucleus. and t}~e unified m odel 
h a s had cOllsiuerable success in predicting t!,.c properties of its low-
lying levels. It is t:lcrcfore of consWerable interest to attempt a 
detailed c omparison of t i'l.C magnetic moments wit!1. the model pre-
d ictions . 
The p ropertie s of the low-lying otates of this nucleus were 
extenBively studied by Hatc h. Boo!'l.r.'l, anu Ma:omier(48). Their re-
-61·-
eult8. as summarized by dottleson and :Nil88on(46 ). s110w t he SIZ+. 
118 kev state as the second rotational state based on the 1 Iz+ ground 
state. I) is found to be O. 28 and the d~coupling paraxneter, a, is 
- 0.77. The ground state is identified with. the (411t) orbital. 
Since t ;lO ground state of this rotational band has I:: 1/2, a 
slightly more complicated formula for the moment must be used. 
From Reference 18 the magnetic moment for t he case Ie :: lIZ iB 
The constant b o' related to the cl.cco~ling parameter a. 
~ust now also be determined from t he results along with gK and 
gR. Three c::-..-perlmental quantities instead of t':le previous t\:vo must 
therefore be used to determine t hese conatants. In principle, the re-
duced }'.1l transition probability bct\veen two of t he rotational states 
rn.ay be used wit h t h.e . gro\Uld and excited state morn.cnta for this pur-
pose. but t lle l"esults arc not sufficiently accurate to be of interest. 
Bernstein and de Boer(49) have used tV10 such M l transition proba-
b ilities determined from Coulomb e:~citation data together v/ith the 
ground state moment to obtain gR" u.23 + o. 12. gT":: -1.76 + O. Zl. 
~\. -
b :: 0.·0 + O. 12. Using these values, one can calculate the e:'pected 
o 
moment of the 5/2+ state a.s j..A = 0.45 + 0.50 in crudo agreement with 
our value of;U ;: 1.0 ±. o. 3 • 
Using the :Nllsson wave f\UlcUoua, the variation of th e g-factor 
for the 5/2+ state with deformation parameter '1. haG been calcul.ated. 
The resulteJ are s h oVln in Fig. 16. where t..l<e solid line is for gR '" O. 4 
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and the dotted curve is for 8R = 0.2. (The measured rather than 
the calculated values .of the decoupling pararncter, a , were used for 
these curves.) The assumed deformation is indicated. It can be Been 
that this result is in agreement with the theory for 8R = 0.2. 
Interpretation of these results is rather difficult. The agree-
ment between our measurement and the Nilsson prediction is not 
shared by the values of Bernstein and de Boer, since for the observed 
deformation the calculated gK is -2.4. However, our results are 
in agreement with those of Bernstein and de Boer within the quoted 
errors. The situation could perhaps be clarified by the measurement 
of the magnetic moments for the 3/2+ level and the 7/2+ level. Both 
of these experiments appear feasible, and the results could provide a 
very interesting check on the theory. 
5.4 Lu 175 
l'l1arm ier and Boehm (50) have studied the level structure of 
Lu 175. Their results, as quoted in Mottelson and Nilsson (46) show 
reasonable ag reement with the predictions of the unified nuclear 
model, a nd it is of interest to see if the predictions of the model for 
the g-factor can be verified a!J well. 
The 9/2+, 114 kev level in Lu 175 is identified as the first ro-
tational state based on the 7/2+ ground state. The ground state is 
identified as the (404 7/2) orbital with p = 0.28. The measured 
value of the ground state moment is p = (2.0 ± O. 2);«n' (51) Us ing 
experimental values of the reduced transition probability and the 
ground state mornent, Ber.stein and de Boer obtained gR = 0.30 ± 
-64-
o. 06, gK =* O. 6S + O. 06 • 
Using the ground state moment quoted above. and the excited 
state moment ol )J. = (2. Z.± O. 9»).J n' the values of gK and iR are 
found to be gK* D.51,:!:. D. 20. gR" 0.8 + O. 7~ , 'rhe gK predicted i1"(lm 
the tmified model fOr the chosen defo:rmation is gK" 0.41. Thl8 
value i. 8omewh~ in di8agreemen~ with the value obtained by Bern-
stein IUld de Boor, but is included within the errol' of. OUJ' rather Ies8 
accurate result. 
5.5 H£177 
r he level structure of m l71 has been stu.dled by Hatch. 
Boehm, Marmier. and Du Mond(5Z). Theil' results are summarized 
in Reference 46. l'bey interpret the 113 l~v 9/2- level as the first 
rotational state based on the 7/2- ground state. which is assigned as 
the (514 7/2) orbital with a deformation parametel:' S,. 0.27. The 
, (53) 
measured ground state magnetic moment is ).A "* (0.61 ,:!:. o. 03»)Jn' 
Using experimental values of the reduced Ml tra:llSition pl·obabUitiee. 
Bernstein and de Boer found gR!II 0.215 :t o. 014. gK = O. 16Z .:t. O. 010. 
The value of the trtagJlctic moment for the 9/l- state resulting 
from our experiment is ./J. = (0.90 .:t. o. 27»).1 n. Combined with the 
ground state moment, this yield. gR l:l 0.24 + O. 16. gK"" 0.15 + 0.04-
The theoretical prediction using the NUsson wave functions is gK:: 
0.41. The experimental values of gK aJ'e in agreement. and both 
show marked disCLgJ'cement with the predictions of the model. 
5. 6 Even-Even Nuclei 
As is pointed out i.n the first part of t..'1is Ilection. measurement 
of t he g-values of t:,c first l"otatioual state of an even-even nucleus 
c~nstitutes a direct rneasuren'lent 0{ 8R. Three such g-factors have 
been measured in t-llls worlt with a sufficient accuracy to be of practi-
. c 152 160 166 
cal interes't' wm , Dy , and Er • The fourth measurement, 
104 Gd • is intereatillg in that it serves to confirm many of. the atl-
sUInptions made in deriving the par<C>..I1'lAgnctic correction factor as 
well as pointUtg out t ho uangers in:ilc:ccnt in these measurements where 
t he as Stl..'TrIPtions made .are not fulfilled. 
Table 2 is a e:u.. ..llmary of L'1.e e~:iating meaaurements on g-
factors of the [irot rotational s tates of. even-even nuclei. T hese 1'e-
sults are obtained. from e'tperimcnts similar to theDe, and experi-
menta utill~ing an&rular dietribution rotation measuren'lents following 
Coulomb excitation. (The correction" to the results of Goldring and 
152 Scharenberg, and SugiInoto for the case of Sm are discussed in 
Section 4. 6.) The measurements quoted seem to shoW a trend ill gR 
frorn values of about !. Z/A at the lov"est A values, to values ap-
proximating Z /A in the ca.se of hiGh A. Unfortunately, thet'c are 
not enough results of sufficient accuracy to warrant drawing detailed 
conclusions about the varia.tion of gR with A. 
The v.uues of gR for many odd-A nuclei have been calculated 
by BCl·l'1stein and de Boor(49) {rom Coulomb e;a:itation measurements 
of reduced Ml tralloition probabilities and the l'llOwn growld state 
moments. The l·csults are shown in Fig. 17 •. The values of gR for 
even-even nuclei quouc:i. in Table Z have been included for compari-
son. The trend of t.:le gR values vnth A appears very similar for 
odd-A and even-aven nuclei, the predominant difference being the low 
value" of go:> for even-even nuclei in the region of A = 1500 • 
. ~ 
. 
?oJucleus 
p ,150 
60~ ja 
6Z Sm. 
152 
66 Dy 
160 
l;'r 166 68 "~ 
,;)84 
74 ',. 
66 
T l'J.B.L .E 2 
g n. for even-even nuclei 
21i~ l!;}tpe r1 men tal 
Values 
0 . 40 O.22±O.O4 
0.41 0 .3 0:1:0 . 06 
0 .23±0. 01 
, 
O. 'H O. 18':'0 . 08 
O. 28±O . Oi' 
0 . 41 0 .31:1:0 .06 
O. <lO O. 3 8:~O . 05 
(a) Goldring and Scharenberg (2 9) 
(b) pr.esent work 
(c) Debrunner et a1 (3 1) 
(60) (d) oodenlJtedt et al 
* 
R e f . 
(a) 
(a) 
(b ) 
(c) 
(b ) 
(b) 
(d) 
• Corrected for effect s of para. rnagnetism a.ccording to Appendix 1. 
Surnmar y oi Gxperi m ental .... esultl3 for the rotational g-iactor G", of 
evan -even nuclei. ..t", 
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VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
6.0 Discussion 
\Ye have Geen that in these experiments, the directly meas-
urad qU<1J.ltity i s the rotation of an angular correlation for some "i-ray 
cascade in an applied magnetic field. 'rhe rotations have been inter-
preted in terms of g-factora, using the £orlnulao developed in Section Z. 
In deriving the!H.I formula.s, certain assumptions have been 
made concerning the effect of electron paralnagnetism, as e;~pressed 
ill the forraulas hy the parameter p, a...-ru concerning the nz.ture of 
any at'~enuation of tllt) an(;Ulal" correlation, as e~'::pressed by the par:a.:m-
ctcrs g.,... The validity of t he interpretation of the rotation ill terms 
1'>. 
of a g-factor depcnd.G on the validity of these assumptions. It is 
therefore w·ell to summarize them briaily. 
In the calculation of the paramagnetic correction factor i3 for 
L"J.e 3+ rare earth iOl1l3, it wac asoumed that: 
1. The nuclei interact with the time av-erage of the z-com-
ponont of the field due to the paramagnetic electrons. This requires 
that t.~e time, 't" , in which the electronic magnetic field changes ito 
c 
orientation, be VCl'y short c"Ompared to the nuclear lifetime, as well 
as t.~t the nuclear precession frequency in the electron field be small 
compared to 1/ -z:: •• 
c 
2. The electl:onie configuration of the ion containing the 
nucleus mUGt be that of the 3+ daughter ion d~ing the intermediate 
state of the nucleus. This requires in milIly ca.ses a very rapid re-
orientation of t.~e electronic configura.tion. 
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If t here io an attenuation of the angular correlation. t hen it is 
also assumed tl'.at: 
3. .Any ~ttcauation of the angula.r correlation rmwt be Ullaf-
{ectad by application of an cxternal magnetic field. and must. further. 
result from. a...TJ. intera<;.tion with a field whose c haracteristic tim.e, r • 
c 
£01' remaining consta!lt in direction is very sm.a1l compared to the 
Ul..tclear lifetir.1.c. 
Attenuation cauGed by interaction of. t he nuclear electric 
quarlripole m.om~nt w idl the fluctuating electric fielde in a liquid. ".nd 
ceruo..in types of attenua.tion caused by interaction of. th.e nuclear Ulag-
netic dipole moment with a paramagnetic electron shell in a liquid, 
fulfill t he above r equir ements. Attenuations in solids may not. 
In t he derivations of Appendix I and Section Z. t lle justifica-
tion of Gome of these asswnptions is dil3CWlEleci. and the paucity of 
direct evidence as to tllcir validity (cspecially assumption Z) is men-
tioned. 
Our eY.pc riments. however, do furnish considerable indirect 
evidence that thece aesumptions are justified, some of which may be 
briefly summarized. 
First, several of the g-factora obse rved have heen measured 
by oth.er methods, using !Qr instance different meth ods of popdl.ting 
the interr~1.edia.tc state (Sm15Z), or c. source in a dillerent form (Tb 160 
i c:: 152). 1 f d' -aIle ~m. . T.' le agreement ·OUll· 16 s.:.tis!actorily within the errors 
in t hese caseD. 177 175 . In f:\vo cases, Hi and .Lu • clenycd values of 
gT~ and gR for odd-A rotational nuclei can be compared to similar 
1 ..... 
results obtained from an interpretation of Coulomb excitation daf;;;l. 
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The result!} are in asree-,nent. The case of Gd1S4, in which para-
rnagnetic attenuation was found to be severe, can be ex plained as an 
eltpectable breakdown of nssumptionlil 1 and 3, but requires that as-
Durnption 2 be fulfilled . _, ina lly, there is a direct ,neasurement of 
160 the paramagn etic correction factor for a solid Th source obtain -
ing reGults in agreement with those predicted . One can conclude 
fro m t h i s t hat t h e evidence fo r the validity 01' thlsmethod of rn e& 3ur-
i og g-fa ctors, ~)rovided tha~ care ilil taken to consider IiIpecial cases, 
is very good. 
rhe separate discussions of the interpretation of each m eas-
urement demonstrated some of the different possible uses a g -factor 
measurement may serve. 75 In the caae of As ,the tneasure rnent 
served a8 a check on the explanation of the nucleus in terms of the 
147 
unified m odel. In Pm it was p088ible to make III tentative Qssign-
ment of a spin on the baais of shell model considerations. F or the 
odd-A nuclei knovm to be collective in nature, the measurement 
served to predict g R and gK ' the latter of which can be predicted 
from the Nilsson model. In the case of the even-even collective nu-
clei, our meaaurelnent9 served a s a direct evaluation of g R ' a 
parameter of considerable interest in the theory of the collective 
rnodel. 
The results of the m easurements on the odd-A collective nu-
clei suggest that t here is so m e dhcrepancy between the measured 
values of gK and those predicted by the Nilsson model. These 
-:neaauretTlents, on t he other hand, are not a sensitive measurernent 
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Our measurements on even-even collective nuclei in t110 rare 
earth region indicate that there is considera.ble deviatioll oi the rota-
tional g-factol'. gR . fro= the value gR = Z'/ A . T He deviation 
seer.ilS to varr with atomic 111.U'Ilber as well. More work in tMs area 
would probably be oiinterest to th.e t!~eory of th.e unified and collec-
tive models. 
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APPENDIX I 
~aramagnetic Correction Factor 
This appendix discusses the calculation of the efiect of elec-
tron paramagnetism on angular correlations in an applied magnetic 
field. The effect is calculated for the rare earth 3+ ions. which are 
assumed to be in a liquid solution. It is assumed from evidence dis-
cussed in Section Z. 4 that the nucleus interacts with the time average 
of the z-component (along the direction of the applied field) of the 
electronic magnetic field. If this assumption is correct, the efiec-
tive magnetic field, Hef!' at the nucleus when an external magnetic 
field, H, is applied, is in the direction of H and can be written 
Heff = 13 H • (lA) 
The calculation of (3 is the subject of this appendix. 
II;). order to calculate 13, the electronic configuration of the 
ion during the intermediate state of the nucleue must be known. Be-
cause of the previous nuclear transitions, this may be difficult to as-
certain. A typical case we encoWlter is that of a f3 decay followed by 
a 'V-ray cascade. At the beginning of this event, the ion is assumed to 
be in the 3+ ionization state of the parent element. Sometime during 
or after the event, the ion reaches the stable 3+ configuration of the 
daughter element. If the time for reorganization of the electronic 
shell is very short or very lone compared to the nuclear lifetime, the 
effect can be calculated. 
Some relevant times for such reorientations to occur in a 
liquid can be inferred from various sources. The correlation time, 
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. or- for water molecules in water is known to be 
C 
-12. (5) 
- 10 sec. 
This number is related to the collision time in the liquid and is ex-
pected to be similal" for ions in solution(5). Goldring and Scharen-
berg(Z9) state t hat a paramagnetic relaxation time of lese tha.'l 10- 12 
sec. is required to eArplain their observed angular distribution results 
3+ 3+ from Nd and Sm. ions in solution. This time is essentially the 
time in which t he electronic angular momentum change s its orienta-
tion. and is a ga.in closely related to the collision time. Collisions 
will playa strong role in de-exciting any excitations of the outer alec-
trons, and one therefore would eA-pect that this type of excitation 
w ould b e rem oved in 10 - 1Z sec. o r less for paramagnetic ions in so-
lution. • 
In the case of a (3 decay, it is als o necessary for the ion to 
pick up an extra electron, while for a K-capture event, it may need to 
acquire as many as five or six electrons to compensate for the loss of 
Auger elec trons in the resulting x-ray cascade. The time n e cessary 
for picking up an electron is difficult to e.stimate. and there is no ell-
rect experimental evidence available. One might a gain suppose that 
a relevant time would be t he collision time. 
On the basis of the above discUl.'lsiona. it is rea sonable to as-
sume that the electronic s tructure is that of the 3+ ion of t he daughter 
element during the intermediate state, and therefore, the calculation 
is done on this basis. The specific calculation of the p -values with 
the above a s sumptions has been dis cussed by Goldring and Sc hare n-
berg(l9) for Borne isotopes, by Manning and Rogera(47), and by Kana-
mori and Sugimoto(34). The results obtained a.re similar, with the 
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exception that Ka.namori and Sugimoto have pointed out that for the 
3+ 3+ 3+ . 
case of Eu ,8m • and Pm a more accurate treatment is reqUlred 
than that given by Mamung and Rogers. The derivation of the formu-
las of Kanamori and Sugimoto (which contain some numerical errors) 
and Manning and Rogers ia given below. 
The electronic structure of rare earth 3+ ions is dhcussed by 
Eliot and Stevene(54 ) and by van Vleck(55). The electronic configu-
ration "of L'le rare earths is of the form (4f)n where n varies from 
1 to 14. L-S coupling is appropriate. and the electronic states can 
be characterized by . L, S and J. in the usual way. The groWld 
electronic state is determined by Hundts rule. Energy splittings of 
the ground state J due to the crystalline fields are small compared 
to KT at room temperature, and thus can be ignored. The first ex-
cited electronic state, characterized by L. S , JI , falls from 4000 K 
o to 10.000 K above the groWld state, and is thus not significantly pop-
ulated at room temperature. 
The energy of interaction between the electronic structure and 
an applied magnetic field is of the form (55): 
(2A) 
For L-S coupling states. this gives rise to a aet of energy levels 
which can be specified (to first order) by J and M . the total angu-
lar momentum and its projection on the axis of the field. The e nergy 
is 
E(JM) :c )A gl H M • o , (3A) 
where gL is the Lande g-factor. 
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The energy of i."l1.teraction of the nucleus with the atomic elec-
tron she1l can he written as(54): 
(4A) 
where the sum is over all unpaired electrons, and J. i is the orbital 
angular momentum, 8 i t he spin angular momentum, and r i the co-
t h o~n.ate of t he i electron. The contribution from s electrons has 
been ignored. E liot and Stevens define an operator N such that 
(5A) 
The nucleus .also interacts directly with the applied e>..'"tc rnal field. 
The energy of &.is i s 
(oA ) 
1£ Ule e igenstates of HI a re aBBUIned of ,the form IJM) , and states 
of O111y one J ere populated, then, since the z-corilponent only ia of 
interest, t.:le time aver"_ge of HZ can he written 
1 HZ = Z)..J)..J g (--:r) I 
o n n r Z L 
M 
" -E(nJ )/R'i' L.. C 
M 
(7A.) 
Eliot and Stevens s how that the quantity q~.f IN
z 
I J1vl) can be w ritten 
w here the " r educed ll'..atrix elements" qIlNIIJ) are independent of 
M and a.re tabulated £01' each element. Upon expanding t."1.e Boltzrnan 
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factor, HZ can be written &IS 
%J + 1 • (SA) 
which becomes 
Now 13 - 1 1s jut the ratio of this to lI:3' .ot' 
Z 2. . 
HZ T <JIINIIJ) J.Ao gL J(J+ 1) (lOA) 13 - 1 .. l:r • Z (,) g' - 3KT 
.~ t' L 
Van Vleck's delinition(55) of ,u af! \U'lder the usumptions made 
(multiplet splitting. wide compared to KT) la 
Z i J.A ef! .. g L (1)(J+ 1) • 
Abo. with thb assumption" EUot and Stevena give 
(llA) 
In their noia.tiOP, gL = < J It 1\ II J). All of this derivation depends 
on the separation of the first excited electronic level beiug far above 
the ground level. 
o 3+ 3+ 3+ For Sm • En ,and Pm • tI1.ls approxitnatioa. t. not good. 
o as IX>f.n*ed out by KanamolL1 and Sugimoto(34). For theae caees, the 
mixhlg of the f1rat excited state into the ground .. tate by meana of the 
maguet1c: field (the ~ond order Zeeman effect) i8 signliicant at room 
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temperature. The result of this can be seen in the susceptibility 
mensuremeuts. for instance. M is stU! an eigenvalue of H l • and 
the eigelUltates 0.{ Hl can be written 
. \' (JMI Hzl J'M > 
10<. M) :IJM > + L. EE I J'M) 
J'i-J J - J' 
. . (13A) 
In practice. only J';o J + 1 contributes. The time average of Hz. 
then becomes 
T H ., :I Z u # g (-or) 1 • ~ ro II. II. .;) Z 
r 
[< JMINzl J'M )(J'MIHZ\JM > 
J' E
J 
- EJI ] 
\' _ E(i'P) 
Le K 
M 
e 
E«()(,.M) 
- KT 
(14A) 
or. upon expanding the Boltzrnan factor and summing. 
2. Z 
H :: Z.M. ~ (T) (JlINIIJ) Po gL J(J + 1) H · I z Z 11."11. ~ gL 3KT 
1 L L (JMINzl J'M)( J'MIHZIJM) . I • (l5A) + 2J+ I M J' E J - E J , z 
and 
(16A) 
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The fact ora <JIINII.J) • and gL = (JII"1I3> are given by Eliot and 
Stevens, as well alii the xnatrix elements (J. MIN IJ+l, M > and 
z -
(JM ILz+zszIJ.!.l.M>~ The values of EJ-EJ, are also tabulated. 
Values of (~) accurate to about 5°10 are given by Baker and 
(56)r Bleaney • Table A-I lists the relevant parameters for each ion. 
3+ 
and shows 13-1 from Eq. (lOA) in column 6, and 13-1 for Pm and 
3+ Sm from Eq. (16A) in column 7. The effect is small except for 
S 3+ m • 
It can be mentioned that for the case where Eq. (lOA) applies. 
namely. no admixtures of other J states, the ratio A/(g g ) is in-
II n 
dependent of the coupling model used for the electrons. Crystalline 
field splittings and brealtdown of L-S coupling, for instance, do not 
afiect this ratio. 
ceptibili tie s ( 5 5 ). 
Since the value of M ~f£ can be gotten from sus-
and the value of A/(g 2: ) can be measured e::-"'Per-
u"n 
1mentally by paramagnetic resonance. the value of 13-1 can be checked 
against that derived from experimental quantities. The result, as 
shown in Manning and Rogers(47) is given in column 8 of Table A-I. 
The agreement is in general good. except in the cases mentioned. 
The calculation of (3 for Gd3+ is not applicable to the experi-
ments. since it is believed that the assumption of thermal equUibriu..on 
made for the electron shell is not valid in this case (see Section Z. 4). 
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.. A BLE Al 
l='ARl1.MAONll:TIC COR.REC TIO N F AC 'fO R 
1 2 .., 4 5 6 -, oJ 
ion <J liN II J> P ef! (_1 ) 1. f3 -1 P-l 
i L 3 g " gn r 
corrected 
(A 0-3 ) -1 - 2-(c m ;-;: 10 
L a 
-
0 
- -
0 0 
C e 1. 60 2. 54 32 . 5 2 . '19 0 .4 
;.'"> r 1. 65 3 . St.: 37 3 . 13 1.0 
Nd 1. 91 3 . 62 42 3.76 1.3 
P m 2 . 26 2.68 47 1. 0 0.92 
SIl"l 5 . 42 0 . 84 51 4 .18 0. 9 0 . 15 
i~:u 0 J7 
Crd C\ y 7 . 84 62 0 0 
fb C. 36 9. 7 68 1. 18 3 . 0 
D y 0 .53 10.6 74 5 . 8 
H o 0 .61 10. 6 90 "7 . 2 
-r 0.65 9. 6 85 2 . 4 6 6. 7 
'l'm 0.67 7. 6 92 4. 6 
Yb 0.67 4 . 5 98 1.7 
1'...1 1. 
-
0 
- -
() 0 
R elevant pa r amet ers for t he c a lculation of the pa r amagnetic co r r e ction 
fa c tor f:' fo r rare earth 3 -!- i ons. C olu .nn 6 show~ t he value of ;'3 -1 cal-
cIlIated frorn E q . lOA . The corrected value of fl -l f r om E q . I6A is 
G 
13-1 
expo 
-
U. 5 
1.2 
1.5 
. 3 
-
3 . 2 
6 . 7 
-
g iven in column 7 for Pm and S m . fl -I c a lculated fro rn experimunt~lly 
m easured parameters uaing E q . 12.::, is given in c olumn 8 for c o mparison . 
A ll r esults a re for a te mpe rature of 300oK . Values in c olum n 2. a r e 
f rom Ref . 54; column 3 , Ref. 55, colu :".'ln 4 , Ref. 56; column 5 " cia . 57 
and ~8 . 
1. 
2. 
3 . 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
IZ. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
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